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Over the past twenty years the level of crime has increased significantly. It is not just that the sheer 
number has grown, but also the diversity and sophistication of criminal acts.  In many cases, however, 
the perpetrators are unknowingly or even voluntarily leaving behind a digital trail, of the planning, 
communication and execution of their illicit acts. At the same time, modern information sources such as 
cameras, social media posts and smart devices, are ever more abundant, offering rich sources of valuable 
evidential data.
Law Enforcement Agencies are left struggling to balance rising crime sophistication with ever-increasing 
available sources of information, while abiding to strict budgets, demanding KPIs and public critique.

Digital Investigation & Command Utility Knife

Built jointly with Microsoft for Azure Government cloud, LEApp empowers law enforcement agencies with 
unparalleled situational awareness, Federal grade intelligence tools, and complete investigation case 
management. Agents are granted access to invaluable information, in context, anywhere and anytime.
The application is also supporting all policing command requirements, offering such tools to manage 
and monitor resources efficiently, as scheduler, incident management and asset management, thereby 
empowering leaders with full control over every aspect of day to day operations.
LEApp offers scalable subscription packages, and consumption based gathering and forensic services, 
minimizing capital expenses, and multiplying the effectiveness of your force.

Future Proof Technology

LEApp is an entity-centric, process-driven, law enforcement, cloud application that collects, merges and 
analyses data from all available restricted sources, open sources or tactical systems. The application 
modular design is based on state-of-the-art, field proven technology, providing a world class, cloud 
enabled, investigation and command tools, advancing law enforcement agencies towards next generation 
policing.  LEApp enables intelligence fusion, analysis and command – breaking the barriers to effective 
intelligence and threats detection, for national and homeland security, policing and law enforcement, 
border and customs control, and hosting of mega events.
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NEXT GENERATION POLICING

Records Management System (RMS) - Plug-in your existing 
RMS, or use LEApp feature rich RMS, for better situational 
awareness, events documentation, and workforce control.

Investigation Case Management (iCMS) - Benefit from 
a process driven, feature rich, investigation CMS, providing 
complete governance and traceability of evidence.

Media Analytics - Utilize cutting edge technologies including 
Face Recognition, License Plate Recognition, Image Analytics 
and Voice Analytics to automate the identification of entities 
of interest in real-time and historically.

Forensic Tools - Unparalleled set of forensics and analysis 
tools, designed for Federal agencies, and available everywhere, 
including visual link analysis, call record analytics, mobile phone 
and email forensics and multi-lingual text analytics.

Asset Locators - Better understand and control, using geographic 
information sources, the location of Street Cameras, coverage 
of cell sites, coverage of wifi routers and live location of any 
mobile device.
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Variety of pre-integrated data source - Connect to a 
multitude of restricted, high credential sources, as well as open 
sources like social media, for broader event understanding.

Business Rules Management - Define business rules that 
highlight predefined patterns and abnormal behavior and 
escalate in real time events deserving command attention.

LEApp offers an unparalleled set of capabilities, enabling local LEAs with tools commonly 
available only to state and federal agencies

Next Generation Policing
Efficient - More cases, deeper investigations, quicker results

Feature Rich - Access to technology and processes of 
federal-grade agencies

Costs Effective – Replace capital expenditure with pay 
as you use models

Accessible - Fully mobile, government secured access 
from everywhere, using all devices

Integrative – Secured collaboration and access to data 
sources

Empowering - Maximize agency independence and self 
sufficiency


